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My host offers unlimited bandwidth and space? It is not possible for a web host to offer
'unlimited' bandwidth or disk space. Such hosting plans always come with clauses that restrict
how much bandwidth you can transfer at a given moment, how much CPU usage you can use
(which is arbitrarily decided), and so forth.

Why don't I just go with the cheapest hosting? At times you will come across deals that are
almost too good to be true - cheap web hosting with amazing features!

There are hosts that while offering cheap prices do back that up with excellent performance and
service, but there are things to be noted:

* Look very closely to what is written in their terms of service (TOS) and acceptable use policy
(AUP) documents. Some hosts try to limit the activity of the customer through these two.

* Unlimited bandwidth or space, offering either of those two as unlimited is not possible.

* The quality of bandwidth and the overall performance. Some hosts scrimp on these to give
you cheaper prices. Do a self test - visit the host's web site multiple times in a day to see that it
remains fast loading.

* In general, Windows Hosting is more expensive than Unix hosting.

* Test out the support, and take a look over the online documentation. If you are paying less
than $10 a month (which is roughly 30 cents a day), do not expect to receive an answer right
after email the host. Many hosts now offer flash tutorials online which can be an excellent way
to learn how a feature works.

* Do some research - visit google.com and WebHostingTalk and look up feedback on a host.

Just because a host is cheap does not mean that you will receive 'cheap' service, but you must
be careful.

From the pages of DaDaNuke.org

We recommend you visit grassroots.org for more details.
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